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We present an algorithm to compute the Weierstrass semigroup at a point P to-
gether with functions for each value in the semigroup, provided P is the only branch at
in"nity of a singular plane model for the curve. As a byproduct, the method also
provides us with a basis for the spacesL (mP) and the computation of the Feng}Rao
distance for the corresponding array of geometric Goppa codes. A general computation
of the Feng}Rao distance is also obtained. Everything can be applied to the decoding
problem by using the majority scheme of Feng and Rao. ( 2000 Academic Press
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ApeH ry systems; Feng}Rao distance.1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main problems in the theory of algebraic geometry codes (AG
codes in brief ) is the explicit computation of bases for the spaces L(G), G
being a divisor over an algebraic curve. There are some general methods to
do this computation, like Coates or Brill}Noether algorithms. In this paper
we study an alternative procedure for the particular case G"mP, where P
is a rational point of the curve, using the structure of the Weierstrass*Both authors are partially supported by DIGICYT PB97-0471.
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72 CAMPILLO AND FARRAD Nsemigroup, the well-known theory of Abhyankar}Moh, and the normaliz-
ation of the curve. This will have also the advantage that it can be used for
e!ective decoding of those codes. Thus, our aim is to review and develop links
between coding and singularity theories.
Our method is algorithmic and it assumes to have a singular plane model
for the curve with only one branch P at in"nity which is de"ned over the base
"eld. This branch is nothing but the point P in the support of G. A "rst step
uses the Abhyankar}Moh theorem to give a subsemigroup of the Weierstrass
semigroup ! and functions achieving its elements, with the aid of the so-
called algorithm of approximate roots. A second step computes the rest of the
semigroup and corresponding functions by a triangulation algorithm starting
from an integral basis for the integral closure of the algebra of the a$ne part
of the curve.
In the case of curves over "nite "elds, a byproduct of our algorithm can be
used for decoding the algebraic geometry codes C(m) with divisor of type
G"mP by the method of Feng and Rao [10]. This method, based on
a majority voting scheme, needs the knowledge of the Weierstrass semigroup
at P and functions achieving its values, and it decodes errors up to half the
so-called Feng}Rao distance d
FR
(m) (an estimate for the minimum distance
which is better than the Goppa distance).
The integer d
FR
(m) can be de"ned in terms of arithmetical relations among
elements in the semigroup !. The precise value of d
FR
(m) is known for few
classes of semigroups as, for instance, for (many elements of ) telescopic
semigroups (see [15]). Telescopic semigroups are complete intersection, and
so a very special kind of symmetric semigroups (i.e., those such that c"2g,
c being the conductor and g the number of gaps). The Abhyankar}Moh
semigroup is telescopic, but the Weierstrass semigroup can be quite general.
The last part of the paper is devoted to the computation of the Feng}Rao
distance for numerical semigroups S. Our computational method assumes
that S is presented by means of its so-called ApeH ry systems. Such systems are
the natural way to describe semigroups when one is dealing with problems
involving relations (see [8]). We show a formula (Theorem 4.5) to compute
d
FR
(m) for a general S. If S is symmetric, this formula is improved (Theorem
4.6) for some elements with m5c. Also for symmetric semigroups, we show
how the formula
d
FR
(m)"minMr3S D r5m#1!2gN (@)
holds for most values m3S with c5m52c!1 and, moreover, a formula for
the minimum element m
0
3S such that the formula (@) holds for m’m
0
. An
estimate for m
0
was given for telescopic semigroups in [15].
Finally, we show how our algorithmic method to compute Weierstrass
semigroups ! gives also, as a byproduct, an easy way to compute an ApeH ry
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elements.
2. WEIERSTRASS SEMIGROUPS AND AG CODES
The following section outlines the connection between coding theory
and Weierstrass semigroups, and it is abstracted from [14, 16]. Consider
a non-singular projective algebraic curve s de"ned over a "nite "eld F
such that s is irreducible over F1 . One-point geometric Goppa codes are
constructed as follows. Take n#1 di!erent F-rational points P
1
,2 , Pn and
P of the curve s and take a positive integer m. Thus, one can consider the
linear map
ev
D
:L(mP)PFn
f> ( f (P
1
) ,2, f (Pn))
and de"ne the linear code C(m) as the dual space of Im(ev
D
), whose length,
is obviously n. Denote by k(m) and d(m) the dimension over F and
the minimum distance of the linear code C(m), respectively, where the
integer d (m) is the minimum value of non-zero entries of a non-zero vector
of C(m). Goppa estimates for k (m) and d(m) are derived from the Riemann}
Roch formula as follows (see [21] for more details). If 2g!2(m(n,
then
G
k (m)"n!m#g!1
d (m)5m#2!2gGd*(m),
where g is the genus of the curve s and d* (m) is the so-called Goppa designed
minimum distance of C(m). Apart from the excellent asymptotical behavior of
their parameters (see [21], for instance), the main interest of these codes is
that they can be decoded e$ciently by the majority scheme of Feng and Rao
algorithm, which will be brie#y described below.
Fix a rational function f
i
3F (s) with only one pole at P of order i for those
values of i for which it is possible, i.e., for the non-negative integers in the
Weierstrass semigroup !"!
P
of s at P. For a received word y"c#e,
where c3C(m), one can consider the unidimensional and bidimensional
syndromes given respectively by
s
i
(y)G
n
+
k/1
e
k
f
i
(P
k
) and s
i, j
(y)G
n
+
k/1
e
k
f
i
(P
k
) f
j
(P
k
).
74 CAMPILLO AND FARRAD NNotice that the set M f
i
D i4m, i3!N is actually a basis for L(mP) and hence
one has
C(m)"My3Fn Ds
i
(y)"0 for i4mN.
Therefore one can calculate s
i
(y) from the received word y as
s
i
(y)" n+
k/1
y
k
f
i
(P
k
)
and thus s
i
(y) is called known for i4m.
In fact, it is known fact that if one had enough syndromes s
i, j
(y) for
i#j’m one could know the emitted word c, and all the involved syndromes
can be computed by a majority voting (see [10]).
This decoding algorithm corrects up to half the so-called Feng}Rao
distance d
FR
(m) of C(m) (see De"nition 4.1 below). More precisely,
the procedure corrects up to x(d
FR
(m@)!1)/2y errors, where m@"
minMr3!D r’mN. In particular, one has d (m)5d
FR
(m@) (see [16] for a direct
proof of this inequality).
Notice that d
FR
(m) only depends on the semigroup !. On the other hand, it
is known that d
FR
(m)5m#1!2g"d* (m!1) for all m3!, the right hand
side term being the Goppa estimate for the minimum distance. Thus, the
method gives an improvement of the number of errors that one can correct
for one-point AG codes.
In practice, the main problem is computing ! and the functions f
i
achieving
the values of the semigroup ! in order to carry out this decoding algorithm.
On the other hand, a second basic problem is calculating the value of d
FR
(m) if
one wants to know the number of errors that one can correct. The aim of this
paper is to give an approach to the above two problems with certain
conditions.
3. COMPUTING WEIERSTRASS SEMIGROUPS
In this section we show how the Weierstrass semigroups of curves having
a singular plane model with only one branch at in"nity can be computed at
the same time as functions achieving their values. Everything is based on the
theory of Abhyankar and Moh about such plane models, and so this section
can be regarded as an application of singularity theory to coding theory.
3.1. Semigroups of Plane Curves with Only One Branch at In,nity
In the sequel, we will assume that F is any perfect "eld, since the hypothesis
on the "niteness of F will not be used. Nevertheless, we are always thinking of
"nite "elds, because of the applications in coding theory. Let s be a non-
singular projective algebraic curve de"ned over F such that s is irreducible
COMPUTING WEIERSTRASS SEMIGROUPS 75over F1 . Let B be a plane model for s with only one branch at in"nity, i.e., such
that there exist a vibrational morphism
n : sPB-P2
and a line ‚-P2 de"ned over F such that ‚WB consists of only one
geometric point P and s has only one branch at P. Notice that, a fortiori,
both P and the branch at P are de"ned over the underlying "eld F, since
B does. Thus there is only one point of s lying over P, which will be denoted
by PM .
Set C"sCMPM N and Z"BCMPN. One has the two following additive
subsemigroups of N:
!
P
GM!v
PM
( f ) D f3Os(C)N
S
P
GM!vPM ( f ) D f3OB(Z)N.
The "rst one is nothing but the Weierstrass semigroup of s at PM ; this
semigroup contains the second one but they are di!erent unless the curveB is
non-singular in the a$ne part. Notice that both NC!
P
and NCS
P
are "nite. In
fact NC!
P
has g elements !
g
being the genus of s, which are the Weierstrass
gaps. In order to compute the cardinality of NCS
P
, we need the following
e!ective version of a standard fact in singularity theory.
PROPOSITION 3.1. ‚et A"Os(C) and B"OB(Z) be the respective a.ne
coordinate F-algebras of the curves C and Z; then one has
A (!
P
CS
P
)"dimF (A/B)" +
Q|Z
d
Q
(Z),
where Q ranges over all the closed points of Z and d
Q
(Z)"dimF (OM B,Q/OB,Q),
OM B,Q being the normalization of the ring OB,Q .
Proof. The second equality follows from the fact that
A/B" a
Q|S*/’Z
OM B,Q/QB,Q,
where SingZ is the set of (closed) singular points ofZ. In order to prove the
"rst equality, we take an F-basis Mh
1
,2 , hsN of A/B, which can be computed
with the aid of the integral basis algorithm1 (see [13, 20, 9]).1After [13], the integral basis algorithm is e$cient whenever the rami"cation of B DF is not
wild. For our purpose, this procedure will be applied in the hypothesis of Proposition 3.6, what
actually implies that the rami"cation is tame.
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1
#2Fh
i
, for 04i4s. We proceed by induction, so let
04i(s and assume that we have found functions g
1
,2, gi which are
linearly independent over F such that
B#Fg
1
#2#Fg
i
"Bi
and
!vPM (gj)N! j~1P "j4i,
where !j
P
GS
P
XM!vPM (g1) ,2 , vPM (gj)N-!P .
Now look at h
i‘1
. If !vPM (hi‘1) N!iP , then set gi‘1"hi‘1 and go on.
Otherwise, there exists f3Bi with vPM (hi‘1)"vPM ( f ) and such that
!vPM (hi‘1!f )(!vPM (hi‘1).
Then we repeat the process with h
i‘1
!f replacing to h
i‘1
. Since one has
h
i‘1
NBi, it follows that in a "nite number of steps we will be able to replace
h
i‘1
by
g
i‘1
,h
i‘1
(mod Bi)
such that
!vPM (gi‘1) N !iP .
At the end of the procedure s di!erent elements in !
P
CS
P
will be added, and
hence A(!
P
CS
P
)5dimF(A/B). On the other hand, since A"Bl"B#Fg1#2#Fg
s
one has that any h3A can be written in a (unique) way as
h"g#j
1
g
1
#2#j
s
g
s
with g3B and j
i
3F, the values vPM (gi) and vPM (g)
being pairwise di!erent. Thus, one has either !vPM (h)3SP or !vPM (h)"!vPM (gi) for a unique i. This proves the equality. j
Now our aim is as follows: we intend to describe !
P
by "rst computing S
P
and the associated functions, and second by completing the semigroup up to
!
P
with the corresponding functions. According to the above proposition, this
last thing can be done by means of the following procedure.
ALGORITHM 3.2 (Triangulation Algorithm).
Input: S
P
, OB (Z) and Mh1 ,2 , hsN.
f Initialize S"S
P
and B"OB(Z)
f For i"1,2 , s do
2 Set g
i
"h
i
2 =hile !vPM (gi)3S do
* Find f3B such that !vPM (gi!f )(!vPM (gi)
* Set gi
"g
i
!f
2 Set B"B#Fg
i
and S"SXM!vPM (gi)N
f Next i
Output: S and B.
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group S"S!vPM (gi) )N in the above algorithm, i.e., in each step one can
cover more than one gap and also add the corresponding functions (products
of existing data functions) to B. It may yield in general a faster algorithm,
since one could stop just when l new values are added. This idea can be done
e!ectively after the results of the next section by using ApeH ry systems (see
Remark 4.15).
3.2. Approximate Roots
The remaining part of the algorithm, that is, the description of the semig-
roup S
P
and the construction of the corresponding functions, is known from
the Abhyankar}Moh theorem and the so-called algorithm of approximate
roots which, for the sake of completeness, will be restated below. Both were
introduced and developed by Abhyankar and Moh in [4]. In particular, it
will be shown that this way to compute the Weierstrass semigroup and the
functions is e!ective and, moreover, the arithmetic properties of the involved
semigroups will allow us to compute the Feng}Rao distance with the aid of
some extra techniques, which will be done in sub-section 4.3. First we need
the notion of approximate root.
Thus, let S be a ring, G3S[Y] a monic polynomial of degree e, and
F3S[Y] a monic polynomial of degree m with e Dm. If we write m"ed, then
G is called an approximate dth root of F if deg(F!Gd)(m!e"e(d!1).
The key result is that, provided d is a unit in the ring S, then there exists
a unique approximate dth root of F, which will be denoted app(d, F). You can
see a constructive proof in [2], where it is shown in particular that the
computation of approximate roots is very e$cient. From now on, we will
work with the coe$cient ring S"F[X].
Let the a$ne plane model B having only one point at in"nity be given by
the equation
F"F (X, Y)"Ym#a
1
(X)Ym~1#2#a
m
(X),
where m is actually the total degree of the polynomial F and set nGdeg
X
F.
In the sequel, we will assume moreover that
(H) char F does not divide either degB or e
P
(B).
With the above notations, one has m"degB and n"degB!e
P
(B), and
thus (H) is equivalent to saying that p"char F does not divide either m or n.
In this case, we can actually assume that p does not divide m"degB. In
fact, if m is a multiple of p but n is not, we choose k not divisible by p such that
nk’m, and by doing a change of variables in the form X@"X#Yk, >@"Y
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degree is not divisible by p. This will be assumed in the sequel for simplicity,
and thus we will be able to compute any approximate root of F.
By the sake of economy one wants to avoid the computation of parametric
equations for the singularity at in"nity, and thus computing the semigroup
S
P
and corresponding functions directly from the equation of the curve.
The parameterization would allow us to compute easily vPM -values, but this
can be avoided by using resultants and approximate roots, as it is
shown below.
In order to state the algorithm of approximate roots from [2], we "rst agree
to set
deg
X
Res
Y
(G, H)"!R if Res
Y
(G, H)"0
for any couple of polynomials G, H3F[X, Y] and
gcd(d
0
, d
1
,2, di)"gcd(d0 , d1 ,2 , dj)
if d
0
, d
1
,2, dj are integers, j(i, and dj‘1"dj‘2"2di"!R. Thus, the
algorithm works as follows with an input F as above (the case when Y divides
F being trivial, we assume the contrary).
ALGORITHM 3.4 (Approximate Roots).
f Set d
0
"0, F
0
"X, d
0
"d
1
"m, F
1
"Y and d
1
"deg
X
Res
Y
(F, F
1
)
f For i from 2 do
2 d
i
"gcd(d
i~1
, d
i~1
)
2 If d
i
"d
i~1
then h"i!2 and S„OP else
* Fi
"app(d
i
, F)
* di"degXResY (F, Fi)
f Next i
Output: h, (d
0
,2, dh) and (F0 ,2 , Fh)
Since the sequence Md
i
N
i51
obtained in the above algorithm is a decreasing
one of positive integers, there exists a unique positive integer h such that
d
1
’2’d
h‘1
"d
h‘2
, and hence the algorithm stops. The "rst application
of Algorithm 3.4 is the following result, proved by Abhyankar in [3], which
provides a criterion for a curve with an only (rational) point at in"nity to
have only one (rational) branch at this point (and to be absolutely irreducible,
as a consequence).
PROPOSITION 3.5 (Criterion for Having Only One Branch at In"nity). ‚et
F be the equation of a plane model with an only point at in,nity as above, and2In particular, S
P
does not change.
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i
, and d
i
be the integers
which are computed by the algorithm of approximate roots. „hen the curve has
an only (rational) branch at in,nity if and only if d
h‘1
"1, d
1
d
1
’d
2
d
2
’2
’d
h
d
h
and n
i
d
i
is in the semigroup generated by d
0
, d
1
,2 , di~1 for 14i4h,
where n
i
Gd
i
/d
i‘1
also for 14i4h.
The second application of the algorithm of approximate roots is just the
computation of S
P
and the associated functions by means of the Abhyan-
kar}Moh theorem, which provides us with a state of generators for S
P
with
nice arithmetic properties. The proof is referred to [4, 7].
PROPOSITION 3.6 (Abhyankar}Moh Theorem). ‚et B be a plane model
with an only branch at in,nity and assume that char F does not divide degB.
„hen there exist an integer h and a sequence of integers d
0
,2, dh3SP
generating S
P
such that d
0
"degB and
(I) d
h‘1
"1 and n
i
’1 for 24i4h, where d
i
Ggcd(d
0
,2 , di~1) for
14i4h#1 and n
i
Gd
i
/d
i‘1
for 14i4h.
(II) n
i
d
i
is in the sequencing generated by d
0
,2, di~1 for 145i4h.3
(III) n
i
d
i
’d
i‘1
for 14i4h!1.
Remark 3.7. Notice that the restriction on the characteristic of F is
necessary, since the plane curve over F
2
given by the equation
Y8#Y"X2(X8#X)
has no a$ne singularity and an only point at in"nity whose Weierstrass
semigroup is generated by the elements M8, 10, 12, 13N. This example gives
a negative answer to a question proposed by Pinkham in [17], since the
sequences M8, 12, 10, 13N or M12, 8, 10, 13N actually satisfy (I), (II), and (III),
but d
0
"8 or d
0
"12, respectively, is not the degree of the curve. Thus,
a general description for !
P
"S
P
in this way is still an open problem.
Curiously, this example comes from coding theory (see [11]), and thus the
reason why the Abhyankar}Moh theorem fails is that both m and e
P
(B) are
multiple of 2.
Remark 3.8. Semigroups as in Proposition 3.6, as well as semigroups of
values studied in positive characteristic by AngermuK ller4 in [5] or Campillo
in [7], are a particular case of telescopic semigroups, where only the proper-
ties (II) and d
h‘1
"1 are required (see [16]). Being telescopic is equivalent to
being free in the sense of [5], which means that every m3S
P
can be written in3Notice that n
1
d
1
is always a multiple of d
0
. Thus the three properties of the Abhyankar}Moh
theorem are trivially satis"ed if h41 and d
h‘1
"1.
4In such semigroups, property (III) in Proposition 3.6 is substituted by n
i
d
i
(d
i‘1
.
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m" n+
i/0
j
i
d
i
(|)
with j
0
50 and 04j
i
(n
i
for 14i4h (see [16]). From property (II) one
has that these semigroups are complete intersection (i.e., those such that the
a$ne curve de"ned by them is a complete intersection one) and, in particular,
they are symmetric (see [12, 16] and subsection 4.1 below for further details).
The functions which are needed to achieve the pole orders given by the
Abhyankar}Moh theorem can actually be assumed to be successive approx-
imate roots of the equation F, and they can be computed by the algorithm of
approximate roots. More precisely, one has
d
i
"I
P
(F, F
i
)"deg
X
Res
Y
(F, F
i
) for 14i4h,
where F
i
"app(d
i
, F), I
P
(F, F
i
) denotes the intersection number at P of the
projective completions of the curves given by F and F
i
, and where F
i
and d
i
are given by the algorithm of approximate roots (see [1]). In particular, one
has !vPM (Fi)"di . Thus, Algorithm 3.4 computes at the same time the
generators provided by the Abhyankar}Moh theorem and functions achiev-
ing such values in an e!ective way.
Even more, if the algorithm succeeds, i.e., if one arrives at the end with the
properties required by Proposition 3.5,5 we are sure that there is one branch
at P, and hence the curve is absolutely irreducible. In case of fail, i.e., if such
conditions are not satis"ed in any of the steps of the algorithm, one can
conclude that the plane curve has more than one branch at P.
Remark 3.9. In case of having a priori a parametrization for the singular-
ity of the unique branch at P, we could use it to compute contact orders
instead of using resultants because of the formula d
i
"I
P
(F, F
i
). This would
give an alternative for the algorithm.
EXAMPLE 3.10. Consider the a$ne plane curve Y8#Y2#X3"0 de"ned
over F
2
, with only one point at in"nity P"(1 : 0 :0). The degree of the curve is
multiple of the characteristic, so with the change X"X#Y3, Y"Y one
gets the plane model F (X, Y)"Y9#Y8#XY6#X2Y3#Y2#X3, and
one can apply the algorithm of approximate roots to F,
F
0
"X, d
0
"d
1
"9, F
1
"Y
d
1
"deg
X
Res
Y
(F, Y)"3, d
2
"gcd(9, 3)"35Notice that the properties given by the Abhyankar}Moh theorem are just the same which are
required by the criterion for one branch at in"nity.
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2
"app(3, F)"Y3#Y2#Y#X#1
d
2
"deg
X
Res
Y
(F, F
2
)"8, d
3
"gcd(9, 3, 8)"1.
Thus h"2 and S
P
"S9, 3, 8T. As a consequence, there is only one branch at
in"nity since properties (I), (II), (III) from Proposition 3.6 are satis"ed.
On the other hand, with the notations as in Proposition 3.1, take a F
2
-basis
for A/B,
h
1
"Y(1#Y6)
X#Y3 , h2"
Y(1#Y6)
(X#Y3) (Y2#Y#1)
h
3
" X2#Y6
Y2#Y#1 , h4"
Y2 (1#Y3) (Y2#Y#1)
X#Y3 .
The values of this functions are !vP (h1)"13 NSP , !vP(h2)"7 N!1P ,!vP(h3)"10 N !2P , and !vP(h4)"133!3P . Then change h4 by
g
4
"h
4
#h
1
"Y(1#Y3) (Y2#Y#1)
X#Y3
and now !vP(g4)"103!3P . Thus, one still has to take the function
g
4
"h
4
#h
1
#h
3
"Y(1#Y3) (Y4#Y2#1)#(X#Y3)3
(X#Y3) (Y2#Y#1)
and now !vP(g4)"4 N !3P . Hence, the Weierstrass semigroup at P is
!
P
"M0, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,2N.
3.3. Application to Codes
In particular, the above results allow us to compute a basis of the vector
space L(mP), for every m3!
P
, by collecting just one function with an only
pole at P of order r, for each 04r4m with r3!
P
. This is essential for the
construction and decoding of one-point AG codes, and it can be easily done
from the above results as follows.
If r3S
P
, one gets in an e!ective way the writing (*) from Remark 3.8 in the
form r"j
0
d
0
#j
1
d
1
#2jhdh . Thus, if we have functions fi with
v
P
( f
i
)"!d
i
(for instance, those which are obtained from the algorithm of
82 CAMPILLO AND FARRAD Napproximate roots), then f
r
"f j0
0
) f j1
1
)2 ) f jhh has an only pole at P of order r.
Otherwise, if r3!
P
CS
P
the function f
r
is constructed by Algorithm 3.2.
Remark 3.11. If we "x previously a semigroup with properties as in
Proposition 3.6, we can try to "nd a plane curve F with an only branch at
in"nity achieving this semigroup, even if p divides gcd(d
0
, d
1
).
This last procedure is just the inverse of that we have explained in this
section, i.e., let the numbers d
0
, d
1
,2, dh with the properties as in Proposi-
tion 3.6 be given. Then one can construct in a recurrent way a sequence of
polynomials which are called &&approximants’’ of a polynomial F such that
F"0 is a curve with a unique branch P at in"nity and semigroup
S
P
generated by d
0
, d
1
,2, dh (this is shown by Reguera in [18], where one
can check more details). This has the advantage that one can build directly
the examples together with functions (the approximants) having the gener-
ators of S
P
as pole orders.
Remark 3.12. By using the a$ne algebra B instead of the normal a$ne
algebra A (with the notations as in sub-section 3.1), one can construct
&&improved algebraic geometry codes’’ as in [15]. More precisely, such codes
would be the dual of the functional codes given by Im(ev
D
(L(mP)WB)). They
can also be decoded by the Feng and Rao method in the same way. Now one
only needs the semigroup S
P
instead of !
P
, so one avoids the Triangulation
Algorithm 3.2. Moreover, by using Remark 3.11 one can directly construct
curves with only one branch at in"nity and functions achieving the values of
a semigroup S
P
"xed a priori.
Finally, the results of this section can be summarized as follows.
THEOREM 3.13. ‚et B be an absolutely irreducible projective plane curve of
degree m with only one branch P at in,nity which is rational over the base ,eld
F. Assume the characteristic of F is either 0 or it does not divide simultaneously
m and m!e
P
(B). „hen, by combining Algorithms 3.2 and 3.4 one can compute
the=eierstrass semigroup !
P
and functions achieving the pole orders in !
P
. As
a byproduct, one gets a basis of the vector space L(rP), for every r3!
P
.
Moreover, for each semigroup and generators with the properties as in the
Abhyankar}Moh theorem, one can generate curves with S
P
equal to that
semigroup, without restrictions on the characteristic.
In the next section, we will show how to calculate the Feng}Rao distance
for Weierstrass semigroups which have been computed with the above
method. In fact, we will focus on a general situation in arithmetic semi-
groups, just taking into account the arithmetic properties of the semi-
groups in the theory of Abhyankar}Moh and the modi"cations given
by Proposition 3.1.
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In this section, we will compute the Feng}Rao distance as a function
de"ned on any arbitrary numerical semigroups, i.e., a subsemigroup of N.
Some formulae will stand for the general case, and then we will focus on some
concrete types of semigroups, e.g., symmetric Abhyankar}Moh (or, more
generally, telescopic) and Weierstrass semigroups obtained as semigroups at
in"nity. Notice that such types of semigroups are also interesting in singular-
ity theory.
4.1. ApeH ry Systems and Feng}Rao Distance
In the sequel, we consider numerical semigroups, i.e., subsemigroups S of
N such that A (NCS)(R and 03S. The number g"A(NCS) is called the
genus of the semigroup S. Since the genus is "nite, there exists a (unique)
element c3S such that c!1 NS and c#l3S for all l3N. The number c is
called the conductor of S, and one has c42g. Thus, the &&last gap’’ of S is
l
g
Gc!142g!1, where k is called a gap of S if k3NCS.
On the other hand, notice that every m52g is the (m#1!g)th element of
S, that is, o
m‘1~g
, according to the notations of [16]. Finally, the semigroup
S is called symmetric when r3S, if and only if c!1!r NS, for all r3Z. This
is equivalent to saying c"2g, that is to say, l
g
"2g!1.
DEFINITION 4.1. For any semigroup S-N with A (NCS)(R and 03S,
the Feng}Rao distance of S is de"ned by the function
d
FR
:SPN
m>d
FR
(m)GminMl (r) D r5m, r3SN,
where l is the function
l :SPN
r>l(r)GAM(a, b)3S2 Da#b"rN .
With the above notations, the following result summarizes some known
facts about the functions l and d
FR
for an arbitrary semigroup. One can check
the details in [15, 16].
PROPOSITION 4.2. (i) d
FR
(0)"l(0)"1, and 24l(m), d
FR
(m)4m#1 if
m3SCM0N .
84 CAMPILLO AND FARRAD N(ii) l (m)"m#1!2g#D(m) for m5c,6 where
D(m)GAM(x, y) Dx, y are gaps of S and x#y"mN.
(iii) l (m)"m#1!2g for all m3S with m54g!1.
(iv) d
FR
(m)5m#1!2gGd* (m!1) for all m3S, and equality holds if
moreover m54g!1.
In particular, it follows that d
FR
(m)"l(m)"m#1!2g for all m3S such
that D(m)"0. On the other hand, since from (iii) one has that l is an
increasing function for m54g!1 at most, the knowledge of the Feng}Rao
distance is "nitely determined by the values of l. In fact, for any m3S one has
d
FR
(m)"minMl (m), l (m#1),2 , l (m@)N,
where m@ is the least element in S with m@5m and such that l (m@)"
m@#1!2g. Thus, elements m@3S with D (m@)"0 are interesting for calcu-
lations. Other interesting kinds of elements in S are those satisfying the
equality
d
FR
(m)"minMr3S D r5m#1!2gN, (@)
In practice, such elements exist and have the advantage that the Feng}Rao
distance for them is easy to compute.
Our aim is to give some formulae which will allow us to compute the
Feng}Rao distance for an arbitrary semigroup by means of an algorithm,
provided a suitable set of generators is given. The main tool which will be
used was introduced by ApeH ry in [6] in order to study semigroups of curve
singularities, and it is nothing but the ApeH ry systems of generators and their
relations.
DEFINITION 4.3. Let S-N be a semigroup with A (NCS)(Rand 03S;
for e3SCM0N de,ne the ApeH ry set of S related to e by
Ma
0
, a
1
,2, ae~1N,
where a
i
GminMm3S Dm,i(mod e)N for 04i4e!1.
Usually one takes e as the multiplicity of S, that is, e"e
0
GminMSCM0N),
but actually it is not necessary. On the other hand, notice that one could
remove a
0
"0 since it does not add any information about the semigroup. In6Notice that one usually assumes that m’2g!2 in coding theory, and hence m5c.
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In fact, one has a disjoint union
S"e~1Z
i/0
(a
i
#eN)
and therefore the set Ma
1
,2 , ae~1 , eN is a generator system for the semigroup
S, called the ApeH ry (generator) system of S related to e.
Moreover, let i, j3Z/(c),Z
e
and consider i#j3Z
e
; then
a
i
#a
j
"a
i‘j
#a
i, j
e
with a
i, j
50, by de"nition of the ApeH ry set. The numbers a
i, j
are called ApeH ry
relations.
Under these conditions, every m3S can be written in a unique way as
m"a
i
#le, with i3Z
e
and l50. Thus, we can associate to m two ApeH ry
coordinates (i, l)3Z
e
]N.
In order to compute l(m), set m,(i, l), a,(i
1
, l
1
), and b,(i
2
, l
2
); since
m"a#b"a
i1‘i2
#(l
1
#l
2
#a
i1, i2
) e
then l
1
#l
2
"l!a
i1, i2
. Write i
1
"k and i
2
"i!k; if l(a
k, i~k
the equality
m"a#b is not possible, and so we are just interested in the case a
k, i~k
4l.
Thus, for 04i4e!1 and h50 de"ne
B(h)
i
GAMa
k, i~k
4h Dk3Z
e
N.
With these notations, the following result gives us a formula to compute l(m).
PROPOSITION 4.4.
l(m)"B(0)
i
#B(1)
i
#2#B(l)i .
Proof. Suppose a
k, i~k
"h4l; then it has been considered at the right
sum in the sets de"ning B(h)
i
, B(h‘1)
i
,2 , B(l)i , that is, l!h#1 times.
On the other hand, the equality l
1
#l
2
"l!a
k, i~k
holds for l!h#1
possible pairs l
1
, l
2
, and so the theorem is proved. j
Now, if we want to have a formula to compute the Feng}Rao distance, the
main remark is that l(m) is increasing in l, because of the previous formula.
Then it su$ces to calculate a minimum in the coordinate i, which gives only
a "nite number of possibilities. More precisely, one obtains the following
result.
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i
#le. For each j3Z
e
,
take m
j
"a
j
#t
j
e, where t
j
is the minimum integer such that t
j
5
maxM(a
i
!a
j
)/e#l, 0N. „hen one has
d
FR
(m)"minMl(m
j
) D j3Z
e
N.
Proof. By using the above remark on the number l (m), the formula
follows from the fact that m
j
is the minimum element of S with "rst ApeH ry
coordinate equal to j such that m
j
5m. j
As a conclusion, computing the Feng}Rao distance is easy if we have the
ApeH ry set related to any non-zero element of the semigroup, and the method
works in a quite general situation. Next, we will show how the above facts can
be done more precise for the case of symmetric semigroups.
4.2. Symmetric Semigroups
Now we will compute the value of d
FR
(m) for many elements m3S , S being
a symmetric semigroup, and improve the computation in Theorem 4.5 for
them. The underlying idea is searching for the values m3S such that either
d
FR
(m)"l(m)"d*(m!1)"m#1!2g or the formula (@) is satis"ed, this
formula will be called the &&minimum formula’’ in the sequel. Our results will
partially cover lacks in the results given in [16].
First of all, symmetry can be easily expressed in terms of ApeH ry sets. In fact,
let e be any non-zero element of the semigroup S, and consider the ApeH ry set
Ma
0
, a
1
,2, ae~1N related to e. For this ApeH ry set, consider the index N3Ze
such that
a
N
"maxMa
0
, a
1
,2, ae~1N.
One can easily check that the last gap of S is just l
g
"a
N
!e, i.e.,
a
N
"c!1#e. Thus, it is easy to check that S is symmetric if and only if
a
i
#a
N~i
"a
N
"i3Z
e
.
In this case, notice that l
g
"2g!1, and thus a
N
"2g!1#e. By using this
fact and the formula of Proposition 4.4, one obtains the following results,
which provides us with a formula of d
FR
(m) for a certain range of values in S.
THEOREM 4.6. ‚et S be a symmetric semigroup. „hen one has
d
FR
(m)"l(m)"m!l
g
"m#1!2g"e
for all m"2g!1#e with e3SCM0N.
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e
such
that a
N
is the maximum ApeH ry element related to e. We will "rst prove the
formula for all m3S such that m,N (mod e), i.e., for m"a
N
#le, with l50.
By Proposition 4.4, one has
l(m)"B(0)
N
#B(1)
N
#2#B(l)N ,
where B(h)
N
"AMa
k,N~k
4h Dk3Z
e
N. But because of the equality a
k
#a
N~k"a
N
for all k3Z
e
, one has a
k,N~k
"0 for all k3Z
e
, and thus B(h)
N
"e for all
h50. Hence, l(m)"(l#1)e"le#(a
N
!l
g
)"m!l
g
, and the formula is
proved for l(m). The formula for d
FR
(m) follows immediately from the
de"nition of the Feng}Rao distance and Proposition 4.2 (iv).
In particular, for the "xed e the statement holds for l"0, that is, for
m"a
N
"l
g
#e. But e is an arbitrary non-zero element in S, and thus the
theorem is proved. j
Theorem 4.6 shows in particular that the minimum formula (@) holds for
half of the elements in the interval [c!1, 2c!2]. But, in fact, this conclusion
of Theorem 4.6 is also true for many other elements in this interval. In order
to show it, we forget for a moment ApeH ry systems, and for m3IG[c, 2c!2]
de"ne two integers n, q gives respectively by the equalities
m"n#c!1, n#q"c!1.
Then one has m"2c!2!q, and n3S i! qNS. Moreover, from Proposition
4.2 (ii) and the fact that S is symmetric, it follows that
l (m)"n#l(q),
where l (q)G0 for qNS. Thus, in particular, if n3S one recovers l(m)"n,
which gives a di!erent proof of Theorem 4.6.
Assume now that nNS and let n@ be the least integer in S such that n@’n.
Consider the element q@ given by n@#q@"c!1 and let d"d(q)"
q!q@"n@!n be the distance of q (resp. n) to a gap (resp. non-gap) of S.
Notice that d(q)5e
0
!1, e
0
being the multiplicity of S, since the interval
[n, n@) consists of gaps and there are at most e
0
!1 consecutive gaps in S.
THEOREM 4.7. ‚et S be a symmetric semigroup and m3I"[c, 2c!2].
=ith notations as above, one has
d
FR
(m)"minMn#l(q), n#1#l(q!1),2 , n#d!3#l (q!d#3), n@N
"minMl (m), nu(m#1),2 , v (m#d!3), n@N.
In particular, one has d
FR
(m)4n@.
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(iv) and the de"nition of the Feng}Rao distance one has
d
FR
(m)"minMl (m), nu (m#1),2, l(m#d)"n@N.
But l(m#d!1)"n@!1#l(q@#1)5n@, since q@#13S. Moreover,
l(m#d!2)"n@!2#l(q@#2)5n, since q@#23SCM0N and therefore
l(q@#2)52 (notice that q@ can be negative but only in the case n@"c, and in
this case q@"!1). This proves the theorem. j
Remark 4.8. According to the above theorem, the Feng}Rao distance can
be computed by using the formula given in Proposition 4.4 and taking the
minimum of only d!1 integers. In order to carry out this computation it is
better, in principle, to use the "rst equality in the formula of Theorem 4.7,
since integers with the size of q are smaller than those with the size of m. The
next corollary complements the result of Theorem 4.6.
COROLLARY 4.9. ‚et S be a symmetric semigroup and m3I.=ith notations
as above, the minimum formula (@) holds for m if and only if one has
l(qN )5d (qN )
for every qN in the interval [q@#3, q].
In particular, this is satis,ed for the cases n3S, d"d (q)"1 or 2, and when
d"3 but q is not an irreducible element of S (i.e., a non-zero element of S which
is not a sum of two non-zero elements of S).
Proof. It follows from Theorems 4.6 and 4.7. Notice that l (q)53 if d"3
and q is not irreducible. j
Remark 4.10. The condition in the above corollary is easy to check, in
practice, for many values of m as, for example, those with small values of q.
However, by using ApeH ry systems relative to any non-zero element e of
S (for instant e"e
0
) it is always possible to check it. In fact, l(q) can be
computed from Proposition 4.4 and, in order to compute d"d (q), we can see
the following result.
PROPOSITION 4.11. Assume that q3S, with ApeH ry coordinates (related to e)
given by q"a
i
#le. „hen d is the least integer such that q!d(a
i~d .
Proof. One needs to "nd the value of S such that (q!d, q]LS and
q!d NS. But if q,i (mod e) one has q!j,i!j (mod e) for all j3Z
e
. Thus,
the proposition follows from the de"nition of ApeH ry elements. j
Finally, let q
0
be the smallest integer in S such that l(q
0
)(d (q
0
), and set
q
0
"c!1 if such an integer does not exist. From Corollary 4.9 one has
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0
5e
0
#2 and q
0
"e
0
#2 if and only if e
0
, e
0
#1, e
0
#23S, and e
0
’2.
This happens, for instance, for the symmetric semigroup whose gaps are
1, 2,2, g!1, 2g!1, with g53. For a general symmetric semigroup, the
value of q
0
is, in practice, much bigger.
Now, from Proposition 4.2(iv), the minimum formula holds in the interval
[4g!1,R). In fact, from the above results one deduces the whole interval
where this formula is satis"ed.
COROLLARY 4.12. For a symmetric semigroup S, the minimum formula (@) is
satis,ed in the interval (m
0
, R), where m
0
"4g!2!q
0
, but it does not hold
for m
0
.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.7, Corollary 4.9, and the de"nition of q
0
.
j
Remark 4.13. Notice that m
0
54g!e
0
!3, which gives an estimate for
m
0
.
EXAMPLE 4.14.
f For the semigroup S"S9, 12, 15, 17, 20, 23, 25, 28T one has c"32
and q
0
"25, thus (@) is satis"ed for m538.
f For the semigroup S"S6, 8, 10, 17, 19T one has c"22 and q
0
"19,
thus (@) is satis"ed for m524.
f For the semigroup S"S8, 10, 12, 13T one has c"28 and q
0
"25,
thus (@) is satis"ed for m531.
f For the semigroup S"S6, 10, 15T one has c"30 and q
0
"29, thus
(@) is satis"ed for m530.
4.3. Semigroups at In,nity
In the situation of semigroups at in"nity being computed as in Section 3,
we want to calculate the ApeH ry set of the semigroup S
P
related to
e"d
0
"degB, with the assumptions of the Abhyankar}Moh theorem. In
general, we can solve this problem for an arbitrary telescopic semigroup S.
Recall that, for such a semigroup, the main fact is that any m3S can be
written in a unique way in the form
m" h+
k/0
j
k
d
k
"j
0
d
0
# h+
k/1
j
k
d
k
with j
0
50 and 04j
k
(n
k
"d
k
/d
k‘1
for 14k4h. But this means exactly
that the possible ApeH ry elements related to d
0
are only those with j
0
"0. On
the other hand, the number of all the possible elements of this form is
n
1
n
2
n
h
"d
0
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1
"d
0
and d
h‘1
"1. Thus, all of them are di!erent modulo d
0
and
minimum with this property, and hence they are just the elements of the
ApeH ry set of S related to d
0
.
As a consequence, for a given m3S written in the form
m"j
0
d
0
# h+
k/1
j
k
d
k
we can compute its ApeH ry coordinates l"j
0
and i3Z/(d
0
) such that
i,+h
k/1
j
k
d
k
(mod d
0
). Thus, we can easily compute a
i
and a
i, j
, and so l (m)
and d
FR
(m) for a telescopic semigroup and, in particular, for a semigroup at
in"nity S
P
when computed by the algorithm of approximate roots, under the
assumptions of the Abhyankar}Moh theorem.
In fact, the values of d
FR
(m) are known for many values of m3S, if S is
telescopic. More precisely, apart from the results given by Proposition 4.2, if
we assume moreover that d
h
"maxMd
0
, d
1
,2, dhN, then the minimum for-
mula (@) is true for every m3[c, 2c!2] in the interval7 [(4g!1)!(d
h
!1)d
h
,
4g!1), i.e., one has q
0
5(d
h
!1)d
h
. Also one has d
FR
(m)"j#1 if
( j!1)d
h
(m4jd
h
4(d
h
!1)d
h
(see [16]). Hence, the Feng}Rao distance is
unknown in general for the internal [(d
h
!1)d
h
#1, (4g!2)!(d
h
!1)d
h
], but
nevertheless it can be computed by the formulae of Proposition 4.4 and
Theorem 4.5. Notice that, for example, one has
l A
h
+
k/1
j
k
d
kB"(j1!1) (j2!1)2(jh!1)
for the ApeH ry elements.
Now we want to compute the ApeH ry set related to e"degB for the
Weierstrass semigroup !
P
"S
P
#b
1
N#2bsN, where SP has been com-
puted by means of the Abhyankar}Moh theorems, s"dimF (A/B), and bi has
been computed as in Proposition 3.1. In order to do it, it su$ces to solve
the following problem: For a given numerical semigroup S with ApeH ry
set Ma
0
, a
1
,2 , ae~1N related to e3SCM0N, compute the ApeH ry set
Ma
0
, a
1
,2, ae~1N for the semigroup SM "S#bN related to e3SM CM0N.
In fact, after having solved the above problem, by repeating the procedure
a "nite number of steps one gets the Weierstrass semigroup !
P
with its ApeH ry
basis (see Remark 3.3).7This result is improved by Corollary 4.12. For example, for the telescopic semigroup
S"S8, 10, 12, 13T the formula (@) is satis"ed from m"31 instead of m"42, and for the
telescopic semigroup S"S6, 10, 15T the formula (@) is satis"ed from m"30 instead of m"44.
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because if it is so, then S"S#bN and nothing changes. This can be easily
tested with aid of the given ApeH ry set of S as follows:
(i) Calculate i3Z
e
such that i,b (mod e).
(ii) Then, b3S if and only if l"(b!a
i
)/e50.
On the other hand, the candidates to be the elements of the new ApeH ry set
are obviously the numbers m
j,j"aj#jb with 04j4e!1 and
04j4e!1, i.e., the number of possibilities is small. Thus, we proceed as
follows:
(1) Initialize aN
i
"a
i
for 14i4e!1 (obviously a
0
"a
0
"0).
(2) Take one of the elements m
j,j and compute its remainder i modulo e.
(3) Compare m
j,j with the value of ai ; if ai is greater we have to change
its value, set a
i
"m
j,j , and so on with the next mj,j .
At the end of this procedure we get the ApeH ry set for SM , and the new ApeH ry
relations can be easily computed from them.
Remark 4.15. The results of this section suggest presenting the
elements m in a semigroup S as couples (i, l)3Z
e
]N if m"a
i
#le. Thus,
S is given by nothing but the data Me; a
i
for 04i4e!1N with the restrictions
a
i, j
50. In particular, the computations made in subsection 3.3 to "nd
a function for every element in the Weierstrass semigroup are easier if we
use the ApeH ry description of the semigroup and functions for each element of
the ApeH ry set.
More precisely, one just saves the data Ma
0
"0, a
1
,2 , ae~1 , eN together
with the associated functions Mh
0
"1, h
1
,2, he~1 , heN satisfying !vP(hi)"a
i
for 04i4e!1, and !vP(he)"e. Thus, for any m3S we compute its
coordinates (i, l) and then f
m
"h
i
) hl
e
is the function associated to m. We save
in general many generators, but the description of an element m3S in terms
of them is quite fast (just doing a sum and two divisions by e). However, if we
save the sequence of non-gaps Mo
i
N with the associated functions M f
i
N we may
use much more space, since the ratio g/e can be as large as we want.
On the other hand, the new elements added in the steps of Algorithm 3.2
modify the semigroup changing those data. Thus, such changes can be
included in this algorithm, and so the semigroup !
P
, the functions, and the
Feng}Rao distance can be computed simultaneously. In particular, this gives
an e!ective answer to the idea which was proposed in Remark 3.3.
Finally, for the computation of the Feng}Rao distance we should take into
account that in case of !
P
being symmetric,8 then the calculations can be
simpli"ed by means of Theorem 4.7 or its corollaries.8With the notations of section 3.1, this is equivalent to C being an a$ne complete intersection
curve, as you can see in [19].
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